
 

MINUTES 
Rowing Australia Masters Commission  
Meeting:  Monday 18 June 2018 
6.00pm  
 

    

 
                                

1. Attendees Alan Nicoll, Mark Mussared, Murray Stewart, Rob Prescott, Phil Titterton, Nikki McAllen, Andrew 
Streeter, Alice Evans 

2. Apologies Daniel Tackenberg 
 

3. Minutes of Last (April) Meeting were accepted 
(May was at course and informal) 

4. AMRC 2018 Update / Outcomes 
- Great Regatta 
- Surprised and happy with final number of athletes and seats. 
- Feedback has been “nicely embarrassing” 99% positive. 
- Bad weather on Thursday and Friday (which was good considering weather in Hobart 

and other parts of the state) 
- Competitors were wonderful. 
- Volunteers were very proud, worked hard to make it a very friendly event. 
- Boat Hire – comments from feedback (will be a big thing in Perth) 
- Quality of boats is often not ideal but this is difficult to manage. 
- Inconsistency of wind and slower water made it quite different racing. 
- WF8+ with not held/quick (unaligned) start was an issue and has been addressed 

separately with the TD and BROs. 
- Function on Saturday was great. 
- Had 200+ medals left over. 

 Medal engraving for gold medals but onsite possibility for silver, bronze and club 
medals (this is really the only option.) 

 Engraved medals does make it difficult for presenters – to do it onsite (for all) 
solves this problem. 

 RTas did have someone lined up to do on site engraving but they were not 
available at the last minute. 

 Information flow from judges to pontoon was an issue in Tasmania (need to be 
able to print to the medal tent/runner) 

 

Business arising 
- Presentation of the interstate trophies 

 Not currently given enough time and coverage as we would like for such 
prestigious races. 

 In SA all the interstate trophies were presented at the end of all of the IS races – 
about 20 minutes after the last races as part of the social function. 

- Presentation of the JWT 

 Similar to interstate.   

 Prepare some words around the trophies and who they were named after (for all 
named trophies). 



 

 JWT has been completed and Mark will collect in the next few days. 

 Mark Foreman is not overly happy with the engraving on the bow and so Mark will 
consider whether it should be redone. 

 Mark Mussared will either pass it onto someone from RA if they are in SA or will 
get it to WA for the event. 

- Survey Results 

 Covered off earlier – final summary will be distributed 

5. AMRC 2019 The 2019 working group had their first meeting last week.  A great group and some general 
discussion around the event. 

- Main issue will be boat hire in WA. 
- OC’s need to be wary in creating a precedent for boat hire that is difficult to replicate at 

each event and encourage/enable clubs to make the arrangements directly with clubs 
and schools.   

- Rowing WA to consider being a matching service rather than someone from the OC 
coordinating. 

 

6. Handicaps - L Category was used for the first time at the AMRC 2018 
- New 3-Year Age Grades above age 80 (J, K, L , M, N) to align with World Rowing 

 Mark has the stats all in place (the categories will change). 

 Mark will produce a paper so Alice can present to the Board. 

 We need to keep analyzing the regatta results (keep an eye on World Rowing 
Regattas, especially in good weather) especially for the older age categories to 
ensure we are on top of adjustments needed. 

 Due to the aging population, men are becoming clearer over 75, for women the 
statistics are lacking due to limited racing. 

 Expand categories out to N (92, 93, 94) 

7. ACT Representative on 
the Commission 

Suggestions of a representative before we approach RACT 
- Alice to approach Rowing ACT for a recommendation. 

8. Composite Crews Representation to the Board 
- Club races speaks for the event, that clubs are working well together and take pride in 

that race.  

9. AMRC Future Hosting 
Model 

Any update 
- No update. 

11. Other Business MM- Interstate races are currently for D grade crews. 
- D grade is not representative of the biggest number of competitors (which is currently 

F). 
- Suggestion was to have an F Grade interstate event as well. 
- The event started as D because D grade was most populous at the time. 
- Difficult for programming to add a second interstate event. 
- D grade is a good incentive to come back to row masters and represent their state. 
- D assists more athletes going to the regatta because they are in the event – assists their 

motivation to attend. 
- Having two interstate 8’s takes away from the prestige. 
- D grade makes it more inclusive. 

12. Next Meeting  Monday 16th July 

 
 


